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…..Assignment-1..…
Instructions:
o Prepare in Full-scape book.

~:Que.1:~
[1] Convert the Decimal Number 250.5 to base 3, base 4, base 7 & base 16.
[2] Given Boolean function:F= x y + x′ y′ + y′ z

(i) Implement it with only OR & NOT gates
(ii) Implement it with only AND & NOT gates

[3] Design the Combinational Circuits for Binary to Gray Code Conversion.
[4] Convert the decimal number 225.225 to binary , octal and hexadecimal.
[5] Explain briefly: SOP & POS , minterm & maxterm , canonical

form,propagation delay, fan out
[6] Represent the decimal number 8620 in BCD , Excess-3 , and Gray code
#Answer the following:

(i) Draw symbol and construct the truth table for three input Ex-OR
gate.

(ii) What is the principle of Duality Theorem?
(iii) Explain briefly: standard SOP and POS forms.
(iv) What are Minterms and Maxterms?
(v) Define: Noise margin , Propagation delay
(vi) Give comparison between combinational and Sequential logic circuits
(vii) What is race-around condition in JK flip-flop?

[7] Convert the following Numbers as directed:
(1) (52)10 = (…)2
(2) (101001011)2 = (…)10

(3) (11101110)2 = (…)8
(4) (68)10 = (…)16

[8] Reduce the expression:
(1) A+B(AC+(B+C’)D)
(2) (A+(BC)’)’(AB’+ABC)

[9] Convert the following numbers to decimal 07
(i) (10001.101)2 (ii) (101011.11101)2 (iii) (0.365)8
(iv) A3E5 (v) CDA4 (vi) (11101.001)2 (vii) B2D4
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[10] Perform the operation of subtractions with the following binary numbers
using 2′ complement (i)10010 - 10011 (ii) 100 -110000 (iii) 11010 -
10000

~:Que.2:~
[1] Determine the Prime Implicants of following Boolean Function
using Tabulation Method.

F(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)=Σ(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127)
[2] Explain Design Procedure for Combinational Circuit & Difference

between Combinational Circuit & Sequential Circuit.
[3] Express following Function in Product of Maxterms

F(x,y,z)= ( xy + z ) ( y + xz )
[4] Design a combinational circuit whose input is a four bit number
and whose output is the 2’s complement of the input number
[5] Simplify the following Boolean function by using Tabulation
method.

F = Σ ( 0,1,2,8,10,11,14,15 )
[6] Draw symbol and truth table for four input EX-OR gate.
[7] (i) Explain NAND and NOR as an universal gates.

(ii) Convert decimal 225.225 to binary ,octal and hexadecimal
[8] (i) Implement Boolean expression for Ex-OR gate using NAND gates

only
(ii) convert decimal 8620 into BCD , excess-3 code and Gray code.

[9] (i) Simplify the following Boolean function using K-map
F( w,x,y,z) = Σ( 1 , 3 , 7 , 11 , 15 ) (04)
with don’t care conditions d( w,x,y,z ) = Σ( 0, 2 ,5 )

(ii) Draw logic diagram , graphical symbol , and
Characteristic table for clocked D flip-flop (03)

[10] Simplify the Boolean function:
(i)F(w,x,y,z) = Σ (0,1,2,4,5,6,8,9,12,13,14)
(ii)F(w,x,y) = Σ (0,1,3,4,5,7)
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[11] Explain with figures how NAND gate and NOR gate can be used as
Universal gate.

[12] Simplify the Boolean function:
(1) F = A’B’C’+B’CD’+A’BCD’+AB’C’
(2) F =A’B’D’+A’CD+A’BC
d=A’BC’D+ACD+AB’D’ Where “d ” indicates Don’t care conditions.

[13] Obtain the simplified expressions in sum of products for the
following Boolean functions:
(i) F (A,B,C,D,E) =Σ(0,1,4,5,16,17,21,25,29)
(ii) A′B′CE′ + A′B′C′D′ +B′D′E′ + B′C D′

[14] Demonstrate by means of truth tables the validity of the following
Theorems of Boolean algebra
(i) De Morgan’s theorems for three variables
(ii) The Distributive law of + over-

[15] Implement the following Boolean functions:
(i) F= A (B +CD) +BC′ with NOR gates
(ii) F= (A + B′) (CD + E) with NAND gates

**************
(: …Keep Learning, Keep Practicing… :)


